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We propose and study a weighting framework for obtaining
bounds on absolute positiveness of multivariate polynomials. It
is shown that a well-known bound BG by Hong is obtainable
in this framework, and w.r.t. any bound in this framework BG
has a multiplicative overestimation which is at most linear in
the number of variables. We also propose a general method to
algorithmically improve any bound within the framework. In
the univariate case, we derive the minimum number of weights
necessary to obtain a bound with limited overestimation w.r.t. the
absolute positiveness of the polynomial.
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1. Introduction
Positiveness of a real, polynomial function is an important property when evaluating predicates
(Dorato, 2000), solving inequalities (Malik et al., 2008), or finding solutions of equations (Akritas,
1978). It is therefore important to find good bounds on the domain of positivity. To obtain an outer
approximation of the domain, the customary way is to bound the largest real root of the function via
a root bound.
Root bounds are functions that operate on univariate polynomials with complex coefficients and
compute an upper bound on the absolute values of its roots. The literature containsmany root bounds;
see, e.g., Yap (2000, Chap. 6). A subclass of root bounds which is useful in practice is the class of
absolute root bounds, that is, root bounds that dependonly upon the absolute value of the coefficients
of the polynomial. van der Sluis (1970) studied instances of these root bounds w.r.t. three properties
for a given polynomial: first, the algebraic complexity of computing the bound; second, how large
the bound is compared to the largest absolute value of the roots of the polynomial; and third, how
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large the bound is compared to the best possible absolute root bound for that polynomial. He showed
that the bound by Fujiwara (1916) is ‘‘nearly optimal’’ among all absolute root bounds, that is, given
a polynomial of degree n its algebraic complexity is linear in n, it overestimates the largest absolute
value of the roots by at most 2 · n, and it is never more than twice the best root bound computed by
any absolute root bound for that polynomial.
Often, however, one is interested in the special case of upper bounds on just the positive real
roots of a polynomial with real coefficients; for instance, in the continued fraction based algorithms
for real root isolation (Akritas, 1978). For this special case, Kioustelidis (1986) did a study similar to
van der Sluis’ for real root bounds, i.e., root bounds that depend only on the leading coefficient of the
polynomial (which is assumed to be positive), and the negative coefficients of the polynomial. Again,
we desire a real root bound that has an algebraic complexity linear in the degree, and that is never
more than, say, twice the best root bound computed by any real root bound for a given polynomial.
Kioustelidis derived a bound that satisfies these properties. Recently Akritas et al. (2006), generalizing
a result of Ştefănescu (2005), proposed a broader framework for obtaining bounds on the positive real
roots of real univariate polynomials.
Hong (1998) showed that most of the known absolute root bounds and the bound by Kioustelidis
are in fact bounds for absolute positiveness of a polynomial, that is, a real number such that the
polynomial and all its non-vanishing derivatives are positive for any value greater than this real
number. His results, however, are derived for multivariate polynomials, where the notion of absolute
positiveness is the following: A multivariate polynomial P(x1, . . . , xn)with real coefficients is said to
be absolutely positive from a real value B iff P and all its non-zero partial derivatives of arbitrary order
are positive for x1 ≥ B, . . . , xn ≥ B. The infimum of all such bounds for a polynomial P(x1, . . . , xn) is
called its threshold of absolute positiveness, and is denoted by AP . Given an upper bound B on the
absolute positiveness of a polynomial P(X), the overestimation factor of a bound B is the ratio B/AP .
Hong derived a bound on absolute positiveness, called BG in this paper and formally defined in the
next section, (6), whose overestimation factor is bounded by O(nD), where D is the total degree of the
polynomial.
In this paper, we propose a framework (see Theorem 2.3) for obtaining bounds on absolute
positiveness for multivariate polynomials, and show that the bound by Hong can be obtained as a
special case.We again desire a bound that has roughly the three properties mentioned above, namely,
its algebraic complexity is low (perhaps linear in the degree and the dimension n), it has bounded
overestimation factor (for a given degree and dimension), and that compares well to the best possible
bound on absolute positiveness possiblewithin this framework for a given polynomial. As is clear from
above, the bound by Hong has the second property. We show that it also has the third property with
a multiplicative factor of O(n) (see Theorem 2.5). Besides this result, we bound the overestimation
factor for any bound within the framework (see Theorem 2.6). We also propose a general approach
to improve upon the bounds obtained within this framework, and suggest an independent possible
improvement for the specific bound by Hong (see Section 2.2). For the special case of univariate
polynomials, we show that any bound (of bounded overestimation) within the framework must have
at least as many non-zero weights as BG (see Section 3).
Recently (Mehlhorn and Ray, 2009) it was shown that in the univariate case BG achieves the first
property as well, i.e., its algebraic cost is linear in the degree of the polynomial. Whether this holds
true in the multivariate case remains open.
2. A framework for bounds on absolute positiveness
We begin with some useful notation borrowed from Hong (1998) (we assume that 0 ∈ N).
• For pi :=(pi1, . . . , pin) ∈ Nn let |pi |:=pi1 + · · · + pin, and pi !:=pi1! . . . pin!.
• For pi, ν ∈ Rn, define pi − ν:=(pi1 − ν1, . . . , pin − νn).
• For pi, ν ∈ Rn, we introduce the partial ordering ‘‘≥’’ and write pi ≥ ν if for all i = 1, . . . , n,
pii ≥ νi, and write pi > ν if pi ≥ ν and pi 6= ν.
• For pi, ν ∈ Nn, pi ≥ ν, (pi
ν
):=∏ni=1 (piiνi).
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• Let X :=(x1, . . . , xn), where xi’s are real variables, and for pi ∈ Nn we denote by Xpi the monomial
xpi11 · · · xpinn . By xwe always mean a univariate real variable.• Define
Ωn:=1− n
√
1
2
. (1)
This quantity plays an important role in the following results.We employ the following asymptotic
estimate (see Hong (1998, Prop. 2.1)).
Proposition 2.1. The asymptotic estimate 1/Ωn = Θ(n) holds true.
Let P(X) ∈ R[X] be amultivariate polynomial. We say that amonomial apiXpi , api 6= 0, dominates
the monomial aνXν , aν 6= 0, iff pi > ν. A monomial apiXpi , api 6= 0, appearing in P(X) is said to be a
dominatingmonomial for P(X) iff no other monomial in P(X) dominates it; since the ordering of the
monomials is a partial ordering, there may be several dominating monomials for P(X). We introduce
the sets
ν(P):={ν ∈ Nn|aνXν is a monomial in P(X) and aν < 0}
and
pi(P):={pi ∈ Nn|apiXpi is a monomial in P(X) and api > 0}.
Hong and Jakus (1998) showed that a bound for absolute positiveness for P(X) exists iff every
dominating monomial of P(X) has a positive coefficient. To avoid trivialities, we assume the following
in the remainder of the paper.
(∗) The polynomial P(X) ∈ R[X] is such that |ν(P)| > 0, |pi(P)| > 0, and all itsdominating monomials have positive coefficients.
In the rest of the section we will introduce a family of bounds on absolute positiveness that
encompasses the bound by Hong. We begin with the following special case.
Lemma 2.2. Let P(X) be of the form∑
pi∈I
apiXpi + aνXν
with aν < 0, api > 0 and pi > ν for all pi ∈ I ⊂ Nn. Then every number larger than
B:=min
pi∈I
( |aν |
api
)1/|pi−ν|
(2)
is an upper bound on absolute positiveness of P(X). Moreover, B < AP/Ωn, where AP is the threshold of
absolute positivity.
Proof. If xi > B for all i = 1, . . . , n, it is evident that with X = (x1, . . . , xn) we have P(X) > 0. Thus
we only have to show that the same holds true for all the non-trivial partial derivatives P (λ)(X) of P(X)
(i.e. those λ ∈ Nn such that 0 < λ ≤ ν).
We know that for X > (0, . . . , 0)
P (λ)(X) =
∑
pi∈I
pi !
(pi − λ)!apiX
pi−λ + ν!
(ν − λ)!aνX
ν−λ
= ν!
(ν − λ)!X
−λ
(∑
pi∈I
pi !
(pi−λ)!
ν!
(ν−λ)!
apiXpi + aνXν
)
>
ν!
(ν − λ)!X
−λ
(∑
pi∈I
apiXpi + aνXν
)
= ν!
(ν − λ)!X
−λP(X),
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where the penultimate step follows from the observation that ν!
(ν−λ)! <
pi !
(pi−λ)! . Thus, for all X >
(B, . . . , B)we have P (λ)(X) > 0. Hence B, given by formula (2), is a bound on absolute positiveness of
P(X).
We now proceed to bound the overestimation factor of B. From (2) it is clear that for each pi ∈ I
api ≤ |aν |B|pi−ν| .
Thus ∀X > (0, . . . , 0)
P(X) ≤ |aν |Xν
(∑
pi∈I
Xpi−ν
B|pi−ν|
− 1
)
.
In particular, for all t > 0,
P(t, . . . , t) ≤ |aν |t |ν|
(∑
pi∈I
t |pi−ν|
B|pi−ν|
− 1
)
.
Thus, the positive root of the polynomial inside the brackets on the RHS is bounded from above by AP .
Hence, the positive root α of the polynomial
Q (u):=
∑
pi∈I
u|pi−ν| − 1
is such that α < AP/B < 1. But for u ∈ (0, 1)we have
Q (u) =
∑
pi∈I
u|pi−ν| − 1
<
∑
pi≥ν
u|pi−ν| − 2
=
∑
pi1≥ν1
upi1−ν1 · · ·
∑
pin≥νn
upin−νn − 2
=
∑
pi1≥0
upi1 · · ·
∑
pin≥0
upin − 2
= 1
(1− u)n − 2.
Thus, as Q (α) = 0 we have α > Ωn, which gives us the desired inequality B < AP/Ωn. 
We next generalize the result above to any multivariate polynomial P(X) which satisfies (∗). This
is achieved by introducing a coefficient weight matrix whose rows are indexed by pi ∈ pi(P) and
columns by ν ∈ ν(P), and whose entries are non-negative. Moreover, the matrix has two properties:
the row sums in the matrix are not larger than one, and each column has at least one positive entry.
The following theorem gives a more precise formulation.
Theorem 2.3. Let P(X) =∑ι∈I aιX ι ∈ R[X], I ⊂ Nn, I finite, satisfy (∗). Let∆:=[δpi,ν], δpi,ν ∈ [0, 1], be
a coefficient weight matrix such that
for any pi ∈ pi(P)
∑
ν∈ν(P):ν<pi
δpi,ν ≤ 1 and for any ν ∈ ν(P)
∑
pi∈pi(P):pi>ν
δpi,ν > 0. (3)
Then every number larger than the value
B∆ := max
ν∈ν(P)
min
pi>ν,pi∈pi(P)
( |aν |
δpi,νapi
)1/|pi−ν|
(4)
is an upper bound on the absolute positiveness of P(X).
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Proof. Given the conditions on the weights δpi,ν it is clear that we can write P(X) as
P(X) =
∑
ν∈ν(P)
Pν(X)+ R(X)
where
Pν(X):=
∑
pi>ν,pi∈pi(P)
δpi,νapiXpi + aνXν
and R(X) is a polynomial with non-negative coefficients. Using Lemma 2.2 we get that
min
pi>ν,pi∈pi(P)
( |aν |
δpi,νapi
)1/|pi−ν|
is an upper bound on the absolute positiveness of Pν(X). Clearly the maximum among these minima
over all ν ∈ ν(P) is a bound on the absolute positiveness of P(X). 
Different choices of δpi,ν yield different bounds on absolute positiveness. In particular, by using the
matrix G:=[gpi,ν]where
gpi,ν := Ω |pi−ν|n if ν ∈ ν(P) and pi > ν, gpi,ν :=0 otherwise, (5)
we obtain the bound on absolute positiveness in Hong (1998), namely
BG = 1
Ωn
max
ν∈ν(P)
min
pi>ν,pi∈pi(P)
( |aν |
api
)1/|pi−ν|
. (6)
The subscript ‘‘G’’ is used to emphasize the ‘‘geometric’’ property of the weights, namely, for all
pi ∈ pi(P),∑ν:pi>ν Ω |pi−ν|n ≤ 1. This property also ensures that the choice of weights in (5) satisfies
the requirements in (3). The following lemma proves this property.
Lemma 2.4. Given pi ∈ I ⊂ Nn, I finite, as in (5), we have∑
ν:pi>ν
Ω |pi−ν|n <
∑
ι>0
Ω |ι|n = 1.
Proof. We first show the equality:∑
ι>0
Ω |ι|n =
∑
ι≥0
Ω |ι|n − 1 =
∑
ι1≥0
Ω ι1n · · ·
∑
ιn≥0
Ω ιnn − 1 =
(
1
1−Ωn
)n
− 1 = 1,
where the last step follows from the definition ofΩn (see (1)). Now to show the inequality, we obtain
with pi = (pi1, . . . , pin) and ν = (ν1, . . . , νn) from pi > ν that there is a k such that pik > νk, and
hence ∑
ν:pi>ν
Ω |pi−ν|n =
∑
pi1≥ν1≥0
Ωpi1−ν1n · · ·
∑
pik>νk≥0
Ωpik−νkn · · ·
∑
pin≥νn≥0
Ωpin−νnn
=
∑
pi1≥ν1≥0
Ων1n · · ·
∑
pik≥νk>0
Ωνkn · · ·
∑
pin≥νn≥0
Ωνnn
<
∑
ν1≥0
Ων1n · · ·
∑
νk>0
Ωνkn · · ·
∑
νn≥0
Ωνnn
=
∑
ι>0
Ω |ι|n . 
We next show that the coefficient weight matrix G (specified in (5)) is a reasonable choice among
all valid choices of δpi,ν . More precisely, the overestimation factor of BG is bounded from above by
1/Ωn times the smallest overestimation factor possible for all valid choices of δpi,ν ; this result thus
generalizes van der Sluis (1970, Thm. 2.6) and Kioustelidis (1986, Thm. 2).
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Theorem 2.5. Given a polynomial P(X) satisfying (∗), for all choices of a coefficient weight matrix ∆
satisfying the conditions in Theorem 2.3 we have
BG
B∆
≤ 1
Ωn
.
(The term 1
Ωn
may be estimated from Proposition 2.1.)
Proof. Suppose the bound BG is obtained at a certain index ν ∈ ν(P). Then
BG = 1
Ωn
min
pi>ν,pi∈pi(P)
( |aν |
api
)1/|pi−ν|
.
Moreover, from the definition of B∆ in Theorem 2.3 we know that
B∆ ≥ min
pi>ν,pi∈pi(P)
( |aν |
δpi,νapi
)1/|pi−ν|
.
The minimum on the RHS is obtained for some pi such that δpi,ν 6= 0. Then
B∆ ≥
( |aν |
δpi,νapi
)1/|pi−ν|
.
Moreover, for the same choice of pi we have
BG ≤ 1
Ωn
( |aν |
api
)1/|pi−ν|
.
Thus,
BG
B∆
≤ 1
Ωn
δ1/|pi−ν|pi,ν ≤
1
Ωn
,
as δpi,ν ≤ 1. 
2.1. Bounding the overestimation factor
Let B∆ be the bound defined in Theorem 2.3. How does B∆ compare with the actual threshold of
absolute positiveness AP of P(X), or: How large can the overestimation factor of B∆ get?We show the
following.
Theorem 2.6. Assumptions and Definitions as in Theorem 2.3. Let B∆ be the bound defined in (4). Let
di:= degxi(P), and D:=d1 + · · · + dn. We claim that
B∆ <
APD
Γ∆ ln 2
, (7)
where
Γ∆ := min
ν∈ν(P)
min
pi>ν,pi∈pi(P)
δ1/|pi−ν|pi,ν ,
for non-zero δpi,ν ’s.
Proof. Suppose the bound B∆ is obtained for a certain ν. Consider the νth derivative of P(X)
P (ν)(X) = ν!
(∑
pi>ν
(
pi
ν
)
apiXpi−ν + aν
)
; (8)
here pi is an arbitrary, not necessarily positive, index from the additive representation of P(X) =∑
pi∈I apixpi where I ⊂ Nn, I finite. In particular, for t > 0,
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P (ν)(t, . . . , t) = ν!
(∑
pi>ν
(
pi
ν
)
api t |pi−ν| + aν
)
.
Dropping the negative coefficients from the RHS we obtain
P (ν)(t, . . . , t) ≤ ν!
( ∑
pi>ν,pi∈pi(P)
(
pi
ν
)
api t |pi−ν| + aν
)
≤ |aν |ν!
[ ∑
pi>ν,pi∈pi(P)
(
pi
ν
)(
t
B∆Γ∆
)|pi−ν|
− 1
]
,
because from the definition of B∆ we know that api ≤ |aν |/(δpi,νB|pi−ν|∆ ) and from the definition of Γ∆
that δpi,ν ≥ Γ |pi−ν|∆ . The positive root α of the polynomial
Q (u):=
∑
pi>ν,pi∈pi(P)
(
pi
ν
)
u|pi−ν| − 1
satisfies α ≤ AP/(B∆Γ∆), because the polynomial P (ν)(t, . . . , t) is non-positive for t = αB∆Γ∆.
However, for all u > 0,
Q (u) =
∑
pi>ν,pi∈pi(P)
(
pi
ν
)
u|pi−ν| − 1
=
D∑
i=1
( ∑
pi>ν,|pi−ν|=i,pi∈pi(P)
(
pi
ν
))
ui − 1 ≤
D∑
i=1
( ∑
pi>ν,|pi−ν|=i
(
pi
ν
))
ui − 1
≤
D∑
i=1
1
i! (Du)
i − 1,
where the last step follows from the claim that
∑
pi>ν,|pi−ν|=i
(
pi
ν
) ≤ Di/i! (whichwe prove later). Thus,
for all u > 0
Q (u) ≤
D∑
i=1
1
i! (Du)
i − 1 <
∞∑
i=0
1
i! (Du)
i − 2 = exp(Du)− 2.
The RHS of this inequality vanishes at u = ln 2/D. Thus, we have shown that ln 2/D < α ≤
AP/(B∆Γ∆), which implies our desired inequality (7).
To complete the proof we only need to prove the claim that
∑
pi>ν,|pi−ν|=i
(
pi
ν
) ≤ Di/i!. But this
follows from the observation that∑
pi>ν,|pi−ν|=i
(
pi
ν
)
=
∑
pi>ν,|pi−ν|=i
n∏
j=1
(
pij
νj
)
=
∑
pi>ν,|pi−ν|=i
n∏
j=1
pij(pij − 1) · · · (νj + 1)
(pij − νj)!
≤
∑
pi>ν,|pi−ν|=i
n∏
j=1
pi
pij−νj
j
(pij − νj)!
≤
∑
pi>ν,|pi−ν|=i
n∏
j=1
d
pij−νj
j
(pij − νj)!
= D
i
i! ,
where the last step follows from the multinomial theorem. 
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In particular, for the bound BG we obtain from the preceding theorem an upper limit for the
overestimation factor, namely BG/AP ≤ D/(Ωn ln 2), since from the definition (5) of the weights it
follows that ΓG = Ωn; this bound was first obtained in Hong (1998), where a potential improvement
was also mentioned.
2.2. Possible improvements
Given an upper bound B∆, obtained from Theorem 2.3, on the threshold of absolute positivity for
a polynomial P , we may ask whether it is possible to obtain another bound B′ ≤ B∆ without accruing
substantial computational overhead? Though our approach below works for an arbitrary bound, one
can devise special algorithms for specific bounds, as we do later for the bound BG.
The bound B∆ = B∆(P) is obtained for a certain ν ∈ ν(P), and is an upper bound on the threshold
of absolute positiveness of the special multivariate polynomial
Pν(X):=
∑
pi>ν,pi∈pi(P)
δpi,νapiXpi + aνXν, (9)
where ∆:=[δpi,ν]. But the threshold of absolute positiveness Aν of Pν(X) is just the positive real
root of the univariate polynomial Pν(x). This univariate polynomial belongs to a class of univariate
polynomials called Cauchy polynomials (Schmeisser, 2007). Based upon the special structure of these
polynomials, we can improve the bound B∆.
In a more general sense, we can restate our goal: Given a Cauchy polynomial f (x) =∑
pi∈I⊂N:pi>ν apixpi − aν , where api , aν > 0, and an  ∈ (0, 1], get an upper bound B on its positive root,
say t∗, such that B ≤ t∗(1+). A straightforward approach to obtain such a bound is to start a Newton
iteration from any point t > t∗. Since both f (x) and its derivative are positive for x > t∗ we know
that the Newton iteration will converge to t∗; there are approaches for improving the convergence,
e.g. see Stoer and Bulirsch (1993), or Schmeisser (2007). The problem with this approach is that we
cannot give a bound on the number of iterations required because we have no guarantee on the
initial rate of convergence. Instead we use procedures such as the Dekker–Brent algorithm (Brent,
1973) or the Quadratic Interval Refinement (QIR) by Abbott (2006). These methods take as input an
interval containing a unique root of a continuous function and return an interval of desired width that
contains the root. Moreover, these latter procedures guarantee at least linear convergence from the
start, because in the worst case the methods perform only bisections.
Given such procedures we can improve the bound B∆ as follows:
INPUT: A multivariate polynomial P(X) satisfying (∗), a coefficient
weight matrix∆which satisfies the requirement (3) in Theorem 2.3,
and some 0 <  ≤ 1.
OUTPUT: An improvement over the bound B∆.
For every index ν ∈ ν(P) do the following:
1. We construct the polynomial Pν(X) (specified in (9)) according to∆
and compute the bound Bν defined as in (2).
2. We call one of the refining procedures (say QIR) on the univariate
polynomial x−|ν|Pν(x) and the interval (BνΩn, Bν) containing
its positive root Aν .
3. We terminate QIR when we have reached an interval whose width
is  times smaller than the left endpoint.
4. Let B′ν be the right endpoint of this interval.
5. Output maxν∈ν(P) B′ν .
The termination criterion ensures that B′ν ≤ Aν(1+ ). We need to consider all ν ∈ ν(P), instead
of a single ν ′ for which Bν′ = B∆, because even though B∆ = maxν∈ν(P) Bν , we cannot be certain that
Aν′ = maxν∈ν(P) Aν ; for instance, there might be two indices ν, ν ′ such that Bν = B′ν but Aν > Aν′ .
What is the overestimation factor for the improved bound maxν∈ν(P) B′ν?
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Suppose the bound is obtained for some index ν. Then we know that
Pν(X) =
∑
pi>ν,api>0
δpi,νapiXpi + aνXν
and the νth derivative of P(x), for x = t ≥ 0, is
P (ν)(t, . . . , t) = ν!
( ∑
pi>ν,api>0
(
pi
ν
)
api t |pi−ν| + aν
)
≤ ν!
( ∑
pi>ν,api>0
(
pi
ν
)
δpi,νapi
(
t
Γ∆
)|pi−ν|
+ aν
)
≤ ν!
( ∑
pi>ν,api>0
δpi,νapi
(
Dt
Γ∆
)|pi−ν|
+ aν
)
because(
pi
ν
)
=
n∏
i=1
(
pii
νi
)
≤
n∏
i=1
pii!
νi! ≤
n∏
i=1
pi
pii−νi
i ≤
n∏
i=1
dpii−νii ≤ (d1 + · · · + dn)|pi−ν| = D|pi−ν|.
Thus P (ν)(t) ≤ ν!t−|ν|Pν(Dt/Γ∆), which implies that Aν ≤ DAP/Γ∆, and hence B′ν ≤ DAP(1+ )/Γ∆,
where  can be made as small as desired. Thus we compute a bound whose overestimation factor
is better than the overestimation factor of B∆ (see (7)) by a constant multiplicative factor. This
argument shows that even if we were to get the precise positive roots Aν of the polynomials Pν ’s,
the overestimation factor of the bound maxν∈ν(P) Aν relative to the overestimation for B∆ would only
be some constant factor.
Now we address the algebraic cost incurred by this improvement relative to the algebraic cost
of computing B∆ alone. It is clear that the additional cost accrued is in calling QIR for obtaining
the improvement. The univariate polynomial Pν(t, . . . , t) can have at most D coefficients. Thus each
iteration of QIR entailsO(D) algebraic operations. The number of iterations, for a given ν, is in theworst
case (i.e. whenwe only do bisections) bounded by log(Bν(1−Ωn)/(BνΩn)), because thewidth of the
initial interval is Bν(1−Ωn) and thewidth of the interval just before termination is at least BνΩn; the
latter bound follows from our termination criterion and the choice of our initial interval (BνΩn, Bν),
because when QIR stops the width of the interval just before termination is  times the left endpoint,
and the left endpoint is certainly not smaller than BνΩn. Since 1/Ωn = Θ(n) (see Proposition 2.1) it
follows that the number of iterations is bounded by O(log(n/)). Thus the additional cost is bounded
by O(ND log(n/)), where N is the number of non-vanishing terms in P(X). The cost of computing B∆
on the other hand is O(N2). In the worst case N = (d1 + 1) . . . (dn + 1), and hence asymptotically
speaking the cost of computing B∆ dominates the cost of the proposed improvement.
The approach above applies to all bounds within the framework proposed in Theorem 2.3.
However, for the important case of the bound BG we give a special procedure that potentially improves
upon the bound, but in the worst case might be same as BG; the improvement will be substantial for
polynomials that have fewer negative coefficients. The procedure is a generalization of the procedure
proposed in Akritas et al. (2008) for the univariate case.
Let us first consider the univariate case. In this setting, the key idea behind the bound BG is that we
can write the monomial apixpi , pi ∈ pi(P), as∑k>0Ωk1apixpi + (1−∑k>0Ωk1)apixpi , and associatewith
ν ∈ ν(P) the term Ωpi−ν1 apixpi , i.e., choose δpi,ν :=Ωpi−ν1 . In Akritas et al. (2008) the authors observed
the following: suppose we consider the negative coefficients in decreasing order of degree; now if
there is some k < pi − ν such thatΩk1apixpi has not been associated with any index ν ′ ∈ ν(P), ν ′ > ν,
then we can associate Ωk1apix
pi with ν, i.e., choose δpi,ν :=Ωk1 > Ωpi−ν1 ; since we have increased δpi,ν
wemay have improved upon BG, but in the worst case there is no such k, and δpi,ν remains unchanged
as does BG.
There is a minor obstacle to generalizing this approach: in the univariate case, for a given k ∈ N>0
there is exactly one monomial of the formΩk1apix
pi and hence at most one index ν ∈ ν(P)with which
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it can be associated, but in themultivariate case this is not the situation; this is because themonomial
apiXpi is nowwritten as
∑
ι>0Ω
|ι|
n apiXpi + (1−∑ι>0Ω |ι|n )apiXpi , and clearly, for a given k ∈ N>0, there
ismore than one index ι ∈ Nn such that |ι| = k, and hence possiblymore than one index ν ∈ ν(P)with
whichΩ |ι|n apiXpi can be associated. If C(n, k) is the number of ways of writing k as the sum of n non-
negative integers, where ordering of the integers matters, then
∑
ι>0Ω
|ι|
n = ∑k>0 C(n, k)Ωkn , and
henceΩknapiX
pi can be associatedwith atmost C(n, k) indices ν ∈ ν(P), ν < pi . Thus the improvement
given below has to keep track of these indices to avoid associating more than what we can
afford.
INPUT: A polynomial P(X) =∑ι∈I aιX ι, I ⊂ Nn, I finite, satisfying (∗).
OUTPUT: An upper bound on the threshold of absolute positiveness of P(X).
1. Let B:=0, and D:=d1 + · · · + dn, where di:= degxi(P).
2. Construct an array L of D linked lists.
G The list L[i] will contain all monomials aιX ι in P(X) such that |ι| = i.
3. Traverse the polynomial P(X) and insert its monomial aιX ι in the list L[|ι|].
4. If D′ is the largest index for which L[D′] is not empty then
For k = 1, . . . ,D′, compute C(n, k).
5. For every pi ∈ pi(P) do the following:
5.a. Assign an array Cpi of size |pi | initialized to zero, and a counter kpi :=1.
G Cpi [kpi ], 0 ≤ kpi ≤ |pi |, will be the number of indices ν ∈ ν(P)
G such that ν < pi and δpi,ν = Ωkpin .
6. For i = D, . . . , 0 do:
6.a. Let aνXν , ν ∈ ν(P), be an entry in L[i]; if there is no such ν then skip L[i].
G Note that if ν ′ > ν then |ν ′| > |ν| and hence ν ′ is considered before ν
G because L[|ν ′|] is considered before L[|ν|].
B′:=∞.
For j = D, . . . , i do:
6.b. Let apiXpi be an entry in L[j] such that pi ∈ pi(P) and pi > ν.
If Cpi [kpi ] > C(n, k) then kpi :=kpi + 1.
Increment Cpi [kpi ] by one.
Define kpi,ν :=kpi . G The weight δpi,ν :=Ωkpi,νn .
B′:=min(B′, (|aν |/(Ωkpi,νn api ))1/|pi−ν|).
B:=max(B, B′).
7. Output B.
Note that in step 6.a. there is more than one way of choosing an index ν from L[i]; similarly, in step
6.b. there is more than one way of choosing pi ∈ pi(P). We claim that no matter how these choices
are made, the weight assigned by the algorithm above is not smaller than the weight assigned in the
bound BG. That is, given two indices pi, ν, such that pi ∈ pi(P), ν ∈ ν(P) and pi > ν, we claim that
kpi,ν ≤ |pi − ν|. This is because with each pi we have associated an array Cpi whose kth entry Cpi [k]
accounts for all the indices ν that are given the weight Ωkn . Whereas the bound BG always assigns
ν to the entry Cpi [|pi − ν|], the algorithm above chooses a smaller index (and hence a larger weight)
whenever possible. Moreover, since the number of indices given theweightΩkn cannot exceed C(n, k),
we know that in the worst case (i.e., when the polynomial is dense) ν is assigned to the index |pi − ν|.
We remark that the new weights still satisfy the constraints in Theorem 2.3, because
∑
ι>0Ω
|ι|
n = 1
(see Lemma 2.4).
From the complexity perspective, the extra overhead introduced in the procedure above is in
computing C(n, k), for 0 < k ≤ D. Let C ′(n, k) be the number of ways of writing k as a sum of exactly
n non-zero numbers, or in terms of the theory of partitions, the decompositions of k into exactly n
parts (Andrews, 1984, Chap. 4); if k ≥ n then C ′(n, k) = (k−1n−1), otherwise it is zero. Then the number
of ways of writing k into n parts such that exactly i of the parts are zero is
(n
i
)
C ′(n − i, k). Summing
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this for i = 0, . . . , n− 1 we obtain,
C(n, k) =
n−1∑
i=0
C ′(n− i, k)
(
n
i
)
.
Thus the algebraic complexity of computing C(n, k), for k = 1, . . . ,D, is O(Dn). In the worst case, this
is dominated by the cost of computing the actual bound in step 6 of the procedure.
3. Necessary number of weights for limited overestimation
Is it possible that there is a bound B∆ requiring fewer weights than BG and yet giving us a bound
with similar maximum overestimation? In this section we show that this does not hold true even for
the special case of univariate polynomials.
More precisely, suppose a bound B∆, where ∆ satisfies the constraints in Theorem 2.3, uses only
the sign of a coefficient api ∈ R, and the relative position to other coefficients (of the same or opposite
sign) to construct ∆; thus the actual value of the coefficient does not affect the choice of weights in
∆; also note that the construction of BG requires only this information. Can the number of non-zero
entries in ∆ be smaller than the number of non-zero entries in G = gpi,ν (defined in (5)), and yet
B∆ obtain a limited overestimation w.r.t. BG on the set of all polynomials? We show that this is not
possible.
Since the number of non-zero entries in∆ is smaller than the number of non-zero entries in G, we
know that in ∆ there is a pair of indices (pˆi, νˆ), where pˆi ∈ pi(P), νˆ ∈ ν(P) and pˆi > νˆ, such that
δpˆi ,νˆ = 0 and gpˆi ,νˆ 6= 0.
Let us consider then a polynomial with the following sign distribution:
+,+, . . . ,+,+︸ ︷︷ ︸
P2
,−,−, . . . ,−,−︸ ︷︷ ︸
N2
,+,+, . . . ,+,+︸ ︷︷ ︸
P1
,−,−, . . . ,−,−︸ ︷︷ ︸
N1
, (10)
i.e. a polynomial that has 4d non-vanishing coefficients in four blocks P2, N2, P1, and N1, each of size
d such that all indices in P2 are greater in order than those in N2 and N1, while all indices in P1 are
greater than those in N1.
If the left-out combination (pˆi, νˆ), pˆi > νˆ, is from index blocks P2, N2 then we consider a family of
polynomials with the following coefficients:
apˆi := 1, ai := t3 ∀i ∈ P2 \ {pˆi}, aνˆ := −1, aj := −t4 ∀j ∈ N2 \ {νˆ},
ak := 1, ∀k ∈ P1, al := −t4 ∀l ∈ N1.
From the choice of these coefficients it follows that BG = 1/Ω1. For B∆we know from (3) that there
exists an i ∈ P2 \ {pˆi} such that δi,νˆ > 0. Thus
B∆ = max

min
(
1
t3δi,νˆ
)1/(i−νˆ)
for i ∈ P2 \ {pˆi};
min
(
t4
t3δi,j
)1/(i−j)
for i ∈ P2 \ {pˆi} and j ∈ N1 ∪ N2 \ {νˆ};
min
(
t4
δi,j
)1/(i−j)
for i ∈ P1, j ∈ N1.
As t → 0 the bound B∆ tends to infinity while BG is 1/Ω1; note that by our supposition the coefficient
weight matrix∆ remains unchanged as t → 0.
Similar examples can be constructed when pˆi ∈ P2 and νˆ ∈ N1, or when pˆi ∈ P1 and νˆ ∈ N1.
4. Conclusion and outlook
We presented a framework for obtaining bounds on absolute positiveness of a multivariate
polynomial P(X). The structure of the bound is governed by the signs of the coefficients and a special
coefficient weight matrix with certain constraints on its entries. The bound BG by Hong is obtained
(in this framework) for a special choice of the coefficient weight matrix, and it was shown to be at
most a multiplicative factor of O(n) from the best possible bound within this framework. Moreover,
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for any bound in the framework, we bounded its overestimation factor and gave an iterative approach
to improve it. For the special case of the bound BG, we suggested an improvement, which generalizes a
similar improvement for the case of univariate polynomials by Akritas et al. (2008), without accruing
any substantial overhead.
The computational optimality of BG remains open in the multivariate case. The recent result of
Mehlhorn and Ray (2009) shows that the complexity bound (depending on the number of non-
vanishing terms N) can be improved from the straightforward O(N2) to O(N logn D), where D is the
total degree of the polynomial. Whether it is possible to further improve this result is intimately tied
to computing orthogonal range queries in n dimensions.
On a different note, we can ask whether it is possible to obtain a bound on absolute positiveness
whose overestimation factor is, say, logarithmic in the degree, but which may be slightly more
expensive to compute.
Though we have seen possible ways of obtaining bounds on absolute positiveness of P(X), the
question remains of getting similar bounds on its positiveness. The two notions may not be closely
related: Consider the polynomial f (x) = (x−1)(x2−2ax+a2+1), where a > 0; its second derivative
vanishes at (2a+ 1)/3, and hence as a increases the ratio of the threshold of absolute positiveness to
true positiveness increases proportional to a.
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